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quately. To do so, it would be absolutely necessary to
produce all the material that comes up as the result of
unconscious activity. The phantasies hitherto described
in the special literature give no conception of the symbolic
creations we arc here dealing with. There exist, however,
not a few examples of these phantasies in the literature
of belles-lettres; but these of course are not ''purely"
observed and presented—they have undergone an intensive
"aesthetic" elaboration. Among all these examples I
would single out two works of Mcyrink for special atten-
tion, viz, Der Golem and Das ffriint Gcsicht. But the
treatment of this side of the problem I must reserve for
a later investigation.
Although these conclusions concerning the mediatory
state were, so to speak evoked by Schiller, we have already
gone far beyond his conceptions.    In spite of the fact
that he discerned the oppositcs in human nature with
keenness and depth, he remained stuck at an early stage
in his attempt at solution.   For this failure his terminus
"aesthetic  disposition'1 is   in my  opinion,  not without
blame.   For Schiller makes the " aesthetic  disposition"
practically identical with the beautiful, thus transvcying
the feeling into the mood \   Therewith not only docs he
take cause and effect together, but he also gives to the
state of indeterminability, quite against his own definition,
a single-meaning definiteness, since he makes it equivalent
with the beautiful.   Moreover, from the very outset the
edge is taken off the mediating function, since beauty
immediately prevails over ugliness, whereas it is equally
a question of ugliness.   Schiller defines as the "aesthetic
quality" of a thing that it should be related "to the
totality of our various faculties ".   Consequently "beautiful"
cannot coincide with " sesthetic", since our different faculties
also vary aesthetically; some are ugly, some beautiful, and
i Letter XXXII, p, 108.

